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Orgonomy 1935-1950 (1)

A Brief Account
It is not and cannot be the objective of this brief account to present a well-

documented, thoroughgoing report on the development of orgonomy since
1935. This must be lcft to the future historian of natural science in general
and of orgonomy in particular. These last 15 years were crowded with big
and small events to such an extent that it would appear irresponsible even
to atteropt a reliable history of thcse events. h can, therefore, be no more
than a sketch which will be prescnted here on the occasion of the Second
Orgonomic Convention at Orgonon, Moine, USA, August 20 to 27, 1950.
First ef ai! may I be pciiiiitted to menuon those persons who since 1935
have gready helped in achieving the present Jblic position of orgonomy.
1f I mention only a very few persons this does not by any mearas indicate
that others were not active or not effective in the process of building up our
work. I had to restrict this part of my account to Eive workers in the field of
orgonomy who have made independent and lasting contributions to the
present structure of our scientific home. I shall proceed chronologically:

The oldest in the period of the last fifteen years is Dr. Ou, RAKNES, Privat
Dozent of Psychology and Philosophy (Ph.D.), at the University of Oslo,
Norway. When the body of knowledge, then called SEX-ECONDMY, separated
from its matrix, the International Psychoanalytic Association, it was first of
ali Ola Raknes who realized the great implications of the new and young
scientific development. He has been with us ever since, never yielding to the
disruptive influence of wrong public opinion, war, or the dangerous attacks
on the part of the foes of orgonomy who tried hard to smash the embryonic
knowledge in its earliest infancy. Raknes fought valiantly at the 13th Psychoanalytic Congress in Luzem, 1934, against the underhanded tactics of the
then powerful, now ignominious leaders of the internationa1 psychoanalytic
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movement, against tactics designed to kill sex-economy without much noise.
I remember a walk ia the mountains near Luzem ene afternoon when I
warned Ola Raknes against joining my camp. 1 told him that only trouble
was ahead, danereus trouble. Raknes ans‘vercd that no trouble of any kind
could ever detract him from safeguarding truth, no matter wherc ir was to
!cad. I fel( grateful for !lis attitude but doubtcd that he fully kncw Ele implications of sex-econorny. He had not yer experienced the fui! force of the emonona' plaque. During the foliowing fiftecn years Ola Raknes has shown again
and again my doubts of 1935 to have been without foundation.
It was Ola Raknes who ended the viciuus campaign in Norway in 1938.
He entered the fight late, after it had already raged for more than six months.
But bis scientific punches tinto the heads of the attackers of the then young
orgonomy were decisive. He showcd in public by a few well-airned questions
that the main adversary, the abstinent court psychiatrist, Schartfenberg, did
net know what he was talking about when he condemned the bio-energetic
principie of orgastic potency as a kind of lascivious excitation. Scharffenberg
has been silent ever since.
Ir. rvaa via Raros again who was the .rst to resume cmtnt
erri of
the second world war. He carne to the U.S.A. and spcnt severa! wceks ar
Orgonon in 1946. In full accordance with bis deeply roorcd senso for scientific integrity, he listened carefully, without praise or prcj udice, to what I had
to tell him about the discovcry of the cosrnic orgone energy. He worked in
the laboratory many hours every day, madc painstaking ebservations in the
dark metal orgone roem, looked at bions, asked many questions where orgonomic functions were unclear, tested the orgone accumulator and went back
to Norway. There, without formality and fuss, he huilt severa! accumulators,
startcd experimenta with human beings and faced bravely the onslaught of
the "critics" who nevem dared to look inço the microscope ar to sit in a metallined darkroom to centro] [heir refutation of the orgone energy.
Coming from the thorough study of religious experience, Dia Raknes had
developed a perfect scnse for problems of sense perception and organ sensations. This lifted him far beycind the scope and vision of his adversaries. Ir
gave him the great courage he has shown in so many public battles for orgonorny. And it has given him that certain hasic attitude of decency and lave of
truth which lias become so rare and so dangerous to possess in this world of
the "new atomic era." In late 1949 we find °Ia Rakncs again on the public
battleground, this time fighting for the principies of orgone therapy in which
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he has become one of the few masters. We have had the great pleasure of
having Ola Raknes with us at the first convention in 1948 and are looking
forward to having him with us at the second convention in 1950. Now 63
years old, Ola Raknes has retained his zest and spirit of pioneership.

Historically, the second person to fight hard and successfully for the sexeconomic principies in education was ALEXANDER S. NEILL, the head of
Summerhill Srhool in Leiston, Suffolk, England. Neill is too well-known in
the world today as a great pioneer in education to require presentation of
his accomplishrnent. I shall restrict my account to his contribution to orgonomy. Neill, since the early 1920's, practically developed the principie of selfregulation in education without knowledge of the hard scientific struggle
which dominated the development of depth-psychology since about 1923, the
year of my discovery of the only bio-energetic i(ey to the problem of SEXEGONOMIC s:lf-regulation: GENITALITY. Mie did not meei unril 1935 when Neill
carne to Oslo, Norway, to lecture on the principies of his school. 1 wcnt to
bis lecture and immediately understood that hera wac a very practical e . ernplification of my clinicai and theoretical principies of self-regulation in the
world of childhood. (Bronislav Malinowski had brought ethnological proof
for the practicality of the principie of sclf-regulation from the Trobriand
Islands in 1930.) Neill then carne to visit me at my home and we were
instantly in full agreement about self-regulation in childhood. We disagreed,
however, on several basic questions of puberty, mostly practical ones. Only
very few people today are aware of the fact that both infantile and adoiescent
genitality were severely tabooed at that time. The psychoanalysts preached
the principie of "tarning the wild animal in the child," and they disliked
Neill for his upright and straight advocacy of the natural sociality present
in the child. This situation has remained the same up to the date of this
writing.
Neill, on his pari, undersrood in a perfect manner the implications of sexeconomy and at 50 did not shrink from going through work on himseif.
From this work grew our friendship, based mainly on a comrnon interest
which was strong cnough to outweigh differences of background, temperament, etc. Since about 1945 Neill added theoretical foundations to bis already
splendid practical activities in group education, and he entered the public
scene Open!), advocating social sex-economy (Tu PROBILEM FAMILY, etc.).
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Neill visited Orgonon for the first time in 1947, and again in 1948, this time
together with Ena Neill and their lovely daughter, Zoe.
Neill has contributed to the development of orgonomy not only his great
practical experiment in education but also his prestige as an educator coming
out fully for our new science. He has shared our worries about the face of
fair]y healthy children in this mechanistic-mystical, war-making age. He
has tried to find an answer to the great riddle of how to make orgonomic
findings accessible to the masses of children and adults. 1 have worried with
him about whether or not the principies of self-regulation can be taught, i.e.,
be transmitted to other schools and teachers and thus to society in general.
Ncither of us has yct found the answer. It seems as if only a character structure like Neill's can do the right things the right way. But no thinking and
no clinicai experiente have yet rcvealed how to enable the wrong character
structures to do the right thing the right way.
The most satisfactory situation in Neill's reiationship to the orgonomic
movement lay in the fact that, while keeping his school entirely independent,
he had it incorporated in our total effort in a truly work-democratic manner
like an important organ in a total organism. Neill possesses to a very high
degree the raro and so important quality of complete independente combined
with subordination to a common cause. This distinguishes him from the
rebel against subordination to a common cause who never masters his deep
dependency. Thus, disagreement on many issues of education and social
matters went together with a deeply felt senso of responsibility for the main
common task.

Chronologically the third prorninent worker to join the orgonomic movement (in 1938) was Da. THEOIX)RE P. Woun who at that time was Associate
at Columbia University and psychiatrist and research physician at Presbyterian
Hospital in New York. He had worked and published on vascular hypertension and related biopathic subjects. our readers know Wolfe better than
many other orgonomists from his publications in the journals, from his excellent translations of orgonomic works and several prefaces which he wrote as
introductions to English editions. Wolfe was drawn toward sex-cconomic
psychiatry exactly by those of its characteristics which usually are apt to
frighten scientific workers away: its straightforwardness and lack of circumlocution in matters of the core of psychiatry, genital bio-energy. Having
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worked for years on problems of psychosomatic medicine, Wolfe at an early
date recognized the disadvantages of the dichotomy already expresscd in the
term "psycho-somatic." True, it was a great advance in medicine that finally
the physician who dcalt with organs learned something about emotions and
the "psychogenesis" of somatic disorders. But this was not sufficient, and the
trend in its development led into the wrong direction: The organista is
not split up into a sorna here and a psyche there; the diseases are not resuits
of somatic and psychic disturbances, but: The diseases are results of disturbed
bio-energy functions which are manifcsted in somatic as well as psychic discase symptoms. This was what Theodore P. Wolfe had understood perfectly.
He also understood, while working on psychosomatic problems, that une cannot do so without putting the function of genitality and the orgasm into its
focos.
Wolfe is cif Swiss origin. He is a silent man with a keen, theoretical intelligence. His perfect understanding of orgonomic rheory sometimes brings him
into sharp opposition to public routine pro,.edures. What otherwise would
constitute a major shortcoming developed into a virtue in his function as a
medicai orgonomist. When, in 1941, Wolfe accepted the difficult job of
establishing the Orgone Institute Press, we fully agrred that no rumine
methods of propaganda should be used to spread our literature. We did not
wish to join those one-day celebrities who make up in publicity for what they
lack in deep-going search. We knew that we held in our hands the key to
great scientific developments and, therefore, we did not wish to get into the
newspapers right away. This had its disadvantages, of course. Certain character types who dominate sectors of the public scene thought they could proceed against us in a malicious way since mention of our work in The New
York Times was sabotaged by some of its editors. They were wrong. Not
having joined the stream of publicity scekers, our work stood out in that it
became widely known without any effort at publicity. This was new indeed.
And in the end it became impressive to layman and professional alike.
Wolfe's contriburion to the orgonomic movement stood out in two other
respects. As a linguist he did a great job of translating from German into
English the most difficult subjects of orgonomy. He respected my personal
way of expression and I respccted his way of rendering it in English; in 1948
I began to write my papers in English. Wolfe translated CHARACTER ANALYsts,
the twa heavy volumes of THE DISCOVERY OF THE ORGONE, THE MASS PSYCHOLOGY OF FASCISM, THE SEXUAL REVOLUTION, LISTEN, LITTLE MAN,

and
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many papers written by me and other orgonomists. He himself wrotc several
excellent papers ou sex-economic psychiatry and concluded the fight against
the C.P. slanderers with his wideiy koown EMOTIONAL Pet.our, aTatens OncoNr.
BIOPHYSICS. Whenever it was necessary to stop a slanderer, to put straight a
lie, to defend the priority of orgonomy, it was Theodore P. Wolfe who
stepped forward, dcfending the cause, clarifying, attacking the plague.
The Orgone Institute Press is today a well-established and respected institution with connections all over the worid, except, of course, the "proletarian
fatherland"; it became the distributor of our literature to hundreds of public
institutions, universities, libraries, high-ranking professional people and plain
citizens. Tens of thousands of copies of the literature were sold in the course
of a few years WITHOUT ANY PUSLICITY CAMPAIGNS or advertising. The Press
developed into one of the grear connecting channels between our scientific
center and the world.
As a teacher, Wolk has for rnany years conducted a Technical Seminar
for Physicians who study medicai orgonomy. His abilities as a teacher are
highly valued by the students of the Institute, and he is a member of the
Educational Committee of the Orgone Institute. To me personally, his functioning as ara adviser was and is, in spite of sharp disagreements at times,
invaluable. Woife has the outstanding capacity of knowing his own limitations and prejudicas, and it is just this high quality which renders his opinions
so valuable. He can listen well and give sound advice in times of trouble.
I mention these human qualities precisely because they are so rare and so
extremely important in a pioneering rnovement.

Chronologically the fourth important worker in our field is ILSE OLLENDORFF. She joined the Orgone Research Laboratory in October, 1939 when,
duc to the transfer of the work from Norway to the U.S.A. in Septcmbcr
1939 and the war, orgonomic development was in its deepest crisis. There
were no funds availabk; my earnings as a professor of medicine and psychiatry in the U.S.A. were still Iow; a trernendous amount of work waited
to be attended to. In the Spring of 1939 the orgone energy in the SAPA bions
had been discovered; hundreds of mice had tu be handled and treated in
different experiments; the laboratory had to be kept clean and run smoothly;
manifold bion preparations had to be tested on mice and othcr animais. The
records had to be kept daily in a meticulous way. Every mouse had a special
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chart with its daily history written into it. Dozens of mire had to be dissected,
the material had to be raken to the pathological laboratory for staining.
Dozens of different bacteriological cultures, às vvell as bion cultures, had to
be inoculated on new media. The ten-room house on Kessel Street (including
the large basement) hummed with work all day and often during the night.
In addition to that, a large volume of correspondente had to be handled reguIarly, files of all kinds, financial records, etc.
All this was entrusted to Ilse 011endorff. She went about her work quietly,
efficiently, ceaselessly, without complaint, for a very meager salary from the
research fund. While I worked in the orgone darkroom with physical devires
(it was only a few months before the discovery of the atmospheric orgone
energy), I could entrust the biological work to her fully except for the daily
routine checks and the dictating of the protocols. Although she learned to
know the functions of the bions through daily routine work thoroughly from
scratch, she felt the need to perfect her work by way of a bacteriological
evening course for technical assistants of 156 hours. Thereafter she helped
in control experiments by means of classical staining methods. Sterilization,
preparation of culture media, and other well-known services in a laboratory
were performed in a perfect, reliable manner.
For more than ten years now she has worked without letup, never deviating from her quiet, kind way of going about things. She began to give
instruction in sterilization and other bacteriological techniques to physicians,
biologista, and other professional v.orkers, and lazer she was entrusted with
microscopic demonstrations of divcrse protozoal infusions and bion preparations. In addition to this accomplishment, she typed my manuscripts even
while she nursed our child, Ernest Peter, who was bom into this professional,
social, and personal relationship. Her devotion went so far that at times I
had to insist on her resting and taking a day off. When the work grew more
and more complex, she became the Administrativo Director of the Orgone
Institute Rescarch Laboratories, Inc.; she handled the orgone accumulator
distribution and the Orgone Research Fund always to the satisfaction of the
various accountants and lawyers who were in charge of legal supervision.
Serious professional disagreement only occasionally developed when I urged
her to delegate more work to othcr, younger assistants. This was selclom, if
ever, obtained. She preferred to do it all by herself. Only a very few of our
physicians know how often at ten or eleven at night, after a 12-hour workday, she answers the phone calls from people desperately in need of medicai
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help. And only fcw students of the Institute are aware of the great amount of
cace and hard work on her part, with no regard to Office hours, holidays or
vacations, which go roto the smooth functioning of the total research and
teaching job.

In 1944 Dr. W ALTO( HoPPE, physician and psychiatrist in Tel Aviv (formerly at the Psychiatric Clinic of Bonhoetfer in Berlin), joined our work
and soon developed imo one of our most efficient physicians. I did not meet
him personally until 1948 at the first orgonomic convention. His great achievement was his entircly independent establishrnent of one of the most efficient
foreign branches of the Orgone Institute Research Laboratories. His outstanding personal characteristic is his mtucruttm. grasp of orgonomic functionalism, the new rnethod of thinking which, slowly over many years, grew
through the experimental work with the organismic and atmospheric orgone
energy. In most other cases, before understanding of orgonomic functionalism
can be absorbed, the fallacies of mechanistic and mystical thinking must be
Hoppe did not th;nt• ‘11.'"rh2 o; gric2Ily ar myscieariy comprehendcd.
tically to begin with. He understood instantly what orgonomy was talking
about. I was highly surprised and satisfied when I discovered this ability in
him. Most probably out of this structurai understanding of functionalism
developed Hoppe's great work in medicai experimentation with the orgone
accumulator. In his private practice he managed to reach a great variety of
somatic diseases and to test the medicai efficacy of the orgone accumulator.
He published his results in severa' papers which are well-known to our
readers. He widened the scope of the medicai application of orgone energy
far beyond the cancer biopathy, high blood pressure, wound-healing, and
anemia where I had first learned to use orgone energy medically. He attacked
with promising results such diseases as myxedema, Bürger's disease, various
skin diseases, etc. Hoppe built up the Palcstinian organization by means of
lectures, newspaper articles, continuous medicai work, and last but nm least
by great loyalty for and understanding of the task which confronted our
young Institution professionally, scientifically, humanly, and sozially. There
was no need of convincing Hoppe of the nature ef the malignancy rampant
in social life, the "cmotional plague." He knew it well from personal experi-ence. When he lectured at the first orgonomic convention, he amazed us by
lis clarity and his daring in medicai experimental matters. He soon super-
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seded my first medicai experiments with the 20-fold orgone accumulator by
greater daring. He has stood many a public battle in behalf of orgonomy and
is at present busy at forcing the issue of general orgone energy application in
medicine. He is well known in his region and respected as a physician and
public figure. I had many thoroughgoing discussions with him and enjoyed
them very much. We can expect much from his activities in the future.
In the spring of 1950 Walter Hoppe began publishing the German couiaerpart of the Orgone Energy Bulletin, the Internationale Zeitschrift für Orgonmnie. The task of this new periodical is that of conveying the results of
orgonomic research to the German-speaking population of Europe and Asia.

Thus, outstanding people, endowed with various kinds of talent, joined
this great task of eurs and helped carry it onward. I am greatly indebted to
each of thcm for their loyalty, no matter what the future may harbor in its
secret folds.
Wrurstat Ratai

Projeto Arte Org
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich
Caro Leitor
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão bastante difícil,
polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam.
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em forma de
PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia de 1941 a 1957.
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor.
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945).
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953)
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizá-los por assunto
ou temas.
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse.
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web.
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich e seus
colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich.
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola nossas
possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restrições.
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar.
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org.
Sobre o Instituto Wilhelm Reich e Bibliografia
About the Wilhelm Reich Institute and Bibliography
---------------------International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research
-----------------------------------The Orgone Institute
-------------------01 Wilhelm Reich About the History and the Activities of our Institute 1942
International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research Volume 1 Number 1 1942
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--------------------------------------------------------------Orgone Energy Bulletin
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-----------01 Myron Scharaf. The First Orgonomic Conference at Orgonon 1948
McF 208 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 1. Jan. 1949
Interval 15-18 Pag. 23-29
02 Orgonomic Movement 1949
McF 209 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2. Apr. 1949
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McF 301 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 3. Jul. 1949
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04 Notes Editorial. A Letter to the American Medical Association 1949
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15 Fron The Charter of the Wilhelm Reich Fundation 1952
McF 313 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 3. Jul. 1952
Interval 5-6 Pag. 135-136
16 The Wilhem Reich Fundation By-Laws 1952
McF 313 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 3. Jul. 1952
Interval 6-10 Pag. 137-145
17 Financial Report of the WRF 1952
McF 313 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 3. Jul. 1952
Interval 11-14 Pag. 146-153
--------------------------Bibliography on orgonomy
--------------------------01-Glossary 1949
McF 209 Orgone Energy Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 2. Apr. 1949
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